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A Washington State Approved Real Estate School for Clock Hour Education under R.C.W. 18.85.

CORRESPONDENCE CLOCKHOURS
INSTRUCTIONS:

1. Print out the class.
2. Read the class material.
3. At the end of the material there is a quiz (all the answers are in the
material that you have read).
4. Answer the questions.
5. Return to me the Quiz, evaluation and a check for the class payable to
CLOCKHOURS BY ANGIE, or complete your credit/debit card information
on the sheet provided
6. Upon receipt, I will email you a certificate.

Disclaimer: I try very hard to have the latest known information on a subject in
these classes, but, the real estate industry is forever changing with new updates
all the time. The class materials are not to be used for legal advice. In our State,
some items are handled different in the different regions. If you have any
concerns, please do not hesitate to contact me at 509-216-3220 or at
clockhoursbyangie@gmail.com
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COURSE OBJECTIVE:

The students of this class will have a better understanding of the millennial
generation, the largest generation in history. Millennials are the new home buyer
and in order to target this market they will need to understand them. With this
knowledge, it will help the student to market this specified group in a way that is
different from any other generation.
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CURRICULUM

Session/Hours
15 minutes

Topics
Millennials in the workforce

Method of instruction
Read material/discussion

15 minutes

Read material/discussion

15 minutes

Who’s powering the housing
market
The need for a broker/marketing
to millennials
What young buyers are looking for
in a home
Adulthood redefined

30 minutes

Shaping the new way to spend

Read material/discussion

30 minutes

Rental market/ I’m an old
millennial

Read material/discussion

30 minutes
45 minutes
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When doing research for this class, I discovered a few things that I wanted to
disclose upfront:
 Depending on the website you access, the years designated for the millennial
generation, as well as other generations, could change by a year or two at
each end and will vary.
 Like all generations, if you fit the age group, you may find that the data does
not apply to you. This is very true if you were at the beginning of that age
group or at the end, as you could possibly be on the “edge” and be a mixture
of the previous or next generation.
 And, like all generations, you may not be the “norm” that fits in the statistics
of that particular generation, as we are individuals first and foremost and
you may be so unique that nothing applies to you.

So, here we go a summary of the common
statistics found on this amazing group!
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Generation Y
1980-2000 (17-37years old)
83,000 million Gen Y’s born

Born between 1980 and 2000 they will become the dominant demographic
percentage of the workplace as Baby Boomers retire. Where TV had a heavy impact
on Baby Boomers, with Gen Y it was the internet that made them. Where many
Gen X lived the latch key experience as their parents focused on establishing their
careers, many Gen Y have been doted upon as their parents have focused more on
work/life balance and protecting their kids. They have been pampered and
protected by their parents and programmed with the slew of activities since they
were toddlers.
Millennials are natural networkers who effortlessly navigate the digital world with
their smartphones and other electronic devices. They readily share information
(sometimes too much) and information travels quickly through their
communication networks. If you are a Baby Boomer and in tune to your family
communications, you may notice that young grandchildren, nephews, and nieces
often have “the scoop” on the family happenings before the older relatives do. As
a whole, Gen Y is the most accepting of diversity. They are sociable and confident.
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Many future leaders will be millennials. Small business owners should consider
some of the general characteristics of this generation when training millennials for
future leadership roles.
They love to work on teams
Millennials are used to working in teams and want to make friends with people at
work. They work well with diverse coworkers. They actually believe a team can
accomplish more and much better. They have experienced team success. They
seek leadership and even structure from their older and managerial coworkers and
do not want to experience boredom. They want flexibility in scheduling as they live
a balanced life.
Networking
Not just comfortable with teams and group
activities, this employee likes to network
around the world electronically. They are
able to post their resumes on Web job
boards viewed by millions of employers.
They are loyal, but they keep their options
open – always.
Provide a life-work balanced workplace
Your millennials are used to cramming their lives with multiple activities. They may
play on sports teams, walk for multiple causes, spend time as fans at company
sports leagues and spend lots of time with family and friends. They work hard, but
they are not into the sixty-hour work weeks defined by the Baby Boomers. Don’t
lose sight of this required balance. They want flexibility in scheduling as they live
this balanced life.
They thrive on feedback!
So, you need to provide plenty of constructive feedback to let them know how
they’re doing and help hone their leadership skills. Don’t be afraid to let them fail.
They have a can-do attitude about tasks. Allow these future leaders to make
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complex decisions that entail some risk and have consequences, including failure.
Also, get them involved in your industry by attending conferences and meeting with
your clients.
Provide a fun, employee-centered workplace
Millennials want to enjoy their work. They want to enjoy their workplace. They
want to make friends in their workplace. Worry if your millennial employees aren’t
laughing, going out with workplace friends for lunch. Help your long-term
employees make room for the millennials.
A leadership group recently
created an acronym for
developing future millennial
leaders: PAID, which stands for
Participation and Purpose,
Appreciation, Information and
Development. Millennials in
particular want to know the
bigger picture purpose of the
business, beyond earning a
profit. There are no shortcuts to
leadership development. Developing the next generations of business leadership
is the best way to ensure your business legacy in the future.
All eyes in the housing industry are on where millennials are moving next! They are
billed as the future of single-family housing market and that of the multifamily
sector. Actually, it’s probably both, given the size and diversity of the age group.
And, this future has been a long time coming, since millennials have been slower
than the previous generations to move out on their own and form independent
households, much less buy a home.
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AS OF 2017:
SENIORS

1920-1945

72-97 YEARS OLD

29.8 MILLION

BABY BOOMERS 1946-1964

53-71 YEARS OLD

76.4 MILLION

GENERATION X

1965-1979

38-52 YEARS OLD

54 MILLION

GENERATION Y

1980-2000

17-37 YEARS OLD

83.1 MILLION

GENERATION Z

2001-2017

0 – 17 YEARS OLD

73.6 MILLION

Depending on what website you look up for the statistics above, it can differ as
some include or exclude one or two years from the various categories.
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WHO’S POWERING THE HOUSING
MARKET?
SURPRISE!
IT’S
MILLENNIALS
Millennials are growing up, settling
down and looking to buy a house.
Millennials are the largest group of
homebuyers, according to Ellie Mae,
a software company that analyzes
mortgage data. In January of 2017,
Millennials represented around 45% of all purchase loans, up from 42% the same
month in 2016. Many expect more Millennial house hunters to jump into the
market this year (2017).
But, their path to homeownership won’t be easy.
 Millennials are mostly first-time buyers and they are competing against repeat
buyers who have more buying power and experience.
 A shortage of available homes has driven prices up, particularly among starter
homes that tend to fall within first-time home buyer’s budgets.
 Bidding wars and lots of competition, especially in the lower end of the
market.
 They find a home, put in a bid and find out they weren’t the only ones.
 Rising home and rent prices can make it difficult for many first-time buyers
and young people are still establishing their careers to save for down payment.
 A tighter lending environment is upon us, compared to a decade or more ago
as banks are much firmer on credit requirements.
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 But, despite the obstacles
they face, millennial buyers
have a major advantage –
low interest rates. If you
compare their access to
credit and ability to get into
a home, it’s far easier for
them
than
previous
generations.
Back when
Millennials’ parents were
buying homes, they had
higher interest rates and there weren’t many down payment assistance
programs.
For first time buyers looking to become homeowners, experts say to do your
homework. Determine your budget, prioritize your requirements and get preapproval for a loan. Be first in line, start your search early, figure out your budget
early on.
HERE ARE SOME RECENT STORIES ON MILLENNIALS THAT HAVE BEEN POSTED
1. After five years of living together in a one-bedroom apartment, John and Mary
are ready to take the next step and buy a house. John, a 29-year-old marketing
consultant and Mary, 31, who works for a downtown retail store are thinking
about starting a family and that means they need more space. “We want a
yard and a place where we can have all our friends and family over. I feel like
if we don’t do something soon, we’re going to get priced out of the market.
Salaries aren’t increasing quickly enough to keep up with the pace that home
prices are growing. It’s kind of now or never for us.”

Have you heard this story before from your clients?
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2. Jacob, a 33-year-old bookkeeper,
and Hilda, a 27-year-old insurance
agent, recently bought a home. It
took them a year to find the right
place: a small (900 sq. ft.) with two
bedrooms, two bathrooms and a
two-car garage.
They paid
$230,000 for it – a price that was
well within their comfort zone.
“We didn’t take into consideration
having good jobs. Unforeseen things can go wrong. If we had to go get a
minimum wage job, we would still be able to afford to make our house
payments. Staying within this comfort zone was very important to us.”
They see their new home as a step up from living in an apartment, as well as a
long-term investment. They hope to rent it out some day and move into a
bigger place.
These new buyers are more focused on the monthly cost than the selling price.
They have a budget in mind and they want to stay within it. They want to know
what their monthly payment is going to be and are they comfortable with that?
These buyers are more financially savvy than most people realize. They understand
their money and what makes sense for them.
Millennials are late bloomers. They’ve delayed marriage and children and buying
a house. So, when they do buy, they want a bigger home. Sometimes, they skip
that starter home and look for a house that they plan to live in forever.
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HOW MILLENNIALS SHOP
THE NEED FOR THE REAL ESTATE AGENT
Buyers are starting their home search online. Millennials and Generation X buyers
are the most likely to do this. But, about 90% of these buyers still use a real estate
agent, although the traditional relationship has changed a bit.
They use technology to find what is on the market, so an agent’s role tends to be
different to them. They understand the role of the agent as far as negotiations,
contracts and paperwork, but they don’t necessarily need them to find the homes.
The agent’s role is to facilitate the sale.
Connecting with Millennials and adapting to an expanding client base that has
higher expectations about service and efficiency and requires a better
understanding of new tools
and techniques that can
make the home buying
process
more
efficient.
Understanding these new
technology tools should be a
point of emphasis for real
estate agents.
The average age difference
between the millennials who
make up the largest share of first time homebuyers coming into the market and the
brokers they are working with can be substantial (the average real estate agent is
in his or her mid-50s, while millennials are in their 20s and early 30’s).
Working with millennials requires more than just some technical know-hows. Real
Estate Agents should also make an effort to better understand the habits, priorities
and preferences of them. They are a group that tends to rely much more heavily
on online reviews and recommendations when selecting a broker. They are a group
that frequents social media and uses it for many of their social and professional
transactions.
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More importantly, they are a group that prefers to respond to emails with emails
and to texts with a text. Real Estate Agents would be wise to understand these
preferences. Asking them upfront how they would like to be contacted is the best
practice.

CHARACTERISTICS OF THIS GROUP
HOME BUYERS:
Median age is 25
66% are first time home buyers
Median income is $82,000
66% are married couples
50% said their primary reason for buying is
the desire to own a home
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HOME SELLERS:
Median ages are 33
81% are first time home sellers
Median income is $103,400
86% are married couples
37% said their primary reason for selling is to
upsize their home
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MARKETING TO MILLENNAILS
Understanding the minds of this generation is the first step to marketing. Once this
is uncovered, you will have customers who will be the most powerful generation
we’ve seen thus far. Inbound marketing is the best way to capture millennials
attention through bogs, podcasts, videos and many other options.
 Tech-savvy – Do you have a
website? An app? They are
surrounded by technology and
they spend an average of 5-10
hours a day reviewing on-line
information. So, you must
create a “brand” experience
for
this
digital
world
generation. That is your firststep.
 Social Media – This generation is the driving force behind social media. They
are connected quickly and in tune with all the latest applications. They spent
99% of their time house hunting on line! So, it only makes sense to include
social media in your marketing plan. What catches the eye of the millennial
buyer is quite different from other generations.
 Have more than one kind of media on your page to make it most appealing
to their multi-tasking mind.
 Consider an interactive format where the audience engages with the
material instead of just reading or watching
 Viral marketing – making your material so interesting and different that it
begs to be shared.
 This generation wants to know everything and be involved, but no surprises
that could compromise their plans.
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WHAT YOUNG BUYERS ARE LOOKING FOR IN A HOME
This generation represents today’s younger buyers and they tend to fall into 1 of 2
categories:
1. They’re young professionals who prefer a turnkey home that needs little or
no work.
2. Or they’re creative/romantic buyers who want to invest sweat equity and
money over time, and put their personal stamp on the property and add
value for the future.

HOW TO APPEAL TO THIS GENERATION WHEN SELLING A HOME
This generation has a different expectation and desire for a home than their
parents had. The home will need to be presented in a way that will appeal to this
generation. From a targeted listing description to specific features showcased at
your open house, or specific mentions of upgrades that were made before listing
the home, you can catch a millennial’s eye by relaying to them that you know what
they want.
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THE FOLLOWING ARE SOME TOP FEATURES
 Location, Location, Location
Many are looking for a home in a
“walkable community – that is near
public transportation, grocery stores,
local businesses and restaurants.
Basically, the more places you can get
to by foot from your home the better
or they have a desire for a short
commute. If your home is walkable,
market it that way! If your home is in the suburbs, don’t fret. Millennials are
looking there too. You can prove the neighborhood meets their needs by
pointing out the proximity of the home to highways, shopping centers, schools
and popular restaurants and bars. There are young buyers and there are young
buyers with children. The former group may prefer to be close to the action of
the city, while the latter might prefer something more residential.
 Updated kitchen and bath
They want to buy a home with new kitchen and bath fixtures, but new fixtures
are especially important for today’s young, budget-conscious buyers.
The
primary reason is because they have limited budgets. Most of their savings will
go toward the down payment and furnishings. They know that kitchens and
bathrooms are also the most expensive parts of a home to update and they
cannot afford to sink a lot of money into those areas.
 Open floor plan
A generation ago, formal dining rooms may have been on every buyer’s wish
list. But today there really isn’t much appeal to the formal dining room. The
kitchen has become the “hangout room” along with the family room. An open
space than can easily transition from kitchen to TV room is high on the list of the
perfect home for young buyers. The kitchen is the new living room. They want
people to flow through the home during gatherings, rather than be sectioned
off in rooms. It is smart to play up all of the space the home has to offer;
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highlight the open floor plan, high ceilings, or storage. Remember, they know
too well what living at home, in a dorm room or confined apartment was like.
 Home Office
More than 13 million American’s
work from home and all signs point
to that trend continuing. That
makes a home-office important for
many buyers. Home offices have
vast appeal.
As technology
continues to make us more
mobile, young buyers have more
options than ever to work from
home, depending on their job. Having a dedicated space is important as it will
keep them focused and concentrated on work while they are at home.
 Fewer embellishments
Millennials are not generally looking for all the traditional details and fancy
material that can increase a home’s price. Moldings which used to be a sign of
status and craftsmanship, no longer hold allure
 Low Maintenance
Low upkeep features such as wood floors (as opposed to carpet) and granite
countertops are seen as positives for this generation because they’re both
attractive and relatively hassle free. Easy to clean stainless steel appliances are
seen as big positives for this generation as they are both attractive and hassle
free. These homeowners will prefer to replace rather than repair. Most of these
young homeowners grew up watching their parents spend week-ends with their
honey-do lists, or they had chores to do on the weekends. These young buyers
are not going to follow in their parent’s footsteps. They don’t want to do that
stuff. They want their weekends to themselves and don’t really want to be
cleaning gutters or cutting the grass. They require materials that require
minimal time and care, such as faux wood or porcelain tiled floors that mimic
wood or vent less fireplaces. And these buyers may not even be interested in
built-in bookcases, since they reach for a tablet rather than a book to read.
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Marketing the low maintenance of the home will give you major points in this
generations mind.
 Technology
Today, buyers want to know about technology. It is not just a luxury, but a
necessity. They want to hear about wireless service and Internet, not cable and
telephone. If there is a jack for a land line in the home they buy, it is rarely used.
Internet and cell service matters a lot to this generation, and they’re going to
ask, so you need to have the answers. High on their wish list is being able to use
all their “toys” – tablets, phones, audio systems, programmable LED lighting and
energy-efficient heating and cooling systems and all the rest. Install a simple
home automation system like a programmable thermostat that can link to their
smart phones. This feature will be a huge selling point.
 Colorful
While many of their parents and grandparents
made beige the new white, this generation has
veered toward grays and bold accents such as
the burgundy accent wall. And they like the
industrial look of weathered furniture and metal.
But their choices also have to be comfortable.
Many work from home, so they might sit on a
couch at times to perform tasks instead of a desk.
 Think clean finishes
They want clean, fresh homes. Clear rooms of
clutter, making them feel open and bright. Unlike their parent’s homes, sleek
features and more neutral colors are what they want. They are the first
generation to grow up with massive hours spent watching TLC and HGTV to give
them a huge amount of ideas for designs. They want a home that is move-in
ready, or close to it. They want their home to be one that they can use all their
“pinned design ideas”. Purchase small hardware pieces, like light switches and
electrical plates which will go a long way to make the home look updated.
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 Less outdoor space
While spending time outdoors still matters, having a large space to maintain is
not of interest to this group. A small balcony or terrace will do nicely with gravel
and cactus rather than labor-intensive grass and rose bushes. They still crave
light and air, which suggests big windows, skylights and glass walls that open.
 Add a touch of green
Millennials strive to be as environmentally-friendly as possible. Homes that are
eco-friendly appeal to them. If the home is newer, chances it was built with
green-friendly materials, so be sure to mention that. If your home is older, you
don’t need to spend a bunch towards upgrades to compete, instead consider
getting rid of single-pane windows and putting in new double-pane ones for
better insulation. This will be a great selling point.
 Energy efficiency
With energy costs on the rise and growing interest in protecting the
environment, young buyers are conscious of buying homes that are green. And
if they are not already set up, then the buyers will often factor those costs into
their budgets so they can do it after the close of escrow. Oftentimes, young
buyers ask about these things, and then update them later.
 Staging – the reality TV effect
Whether or not we admit it,
we’ve all seen at least a few of
the home reality shows on
channels such as TLC and HGTV.
Those shows can be informative,
but they also do a lot to shape
buyer expectations.
Young
buyers will often comment on
how a house is, or isn’t staged. Either way, staging is a critical part of selling
your home. Staging a home is always helpful as it helps people to feel at home
the moment they walk through the door, as opposed to having to imagine what
it could look like once they move in. Buyer expectations are often met…and at
times, exceeded.
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 Keep HOA costs down
Young buyers tend to get caught in a trap when gauging the affordability of
condos or townhouses. The asking price often fits their limited budgets, but
homeowner’s association dues and the possibility of large assessments sink the
purchase. They want to maximize their monthly housing budget by finding a
property with low monthly assessments.
 Online photos
Younger buyers start their searches online. The home must have professional
photography that shows the home in its best light, or they will move on before
ever stepping foot in the door. Looking at the data, it’s hard to underestimate
the importance of a quality online listing. According to a recent analysis, 88% of
buyers use the Internet to search for homes.
 The Bottom Line
Because Millennials think in shorter time frames, they like the idea of a finished
house. The more the seller has done, the better, so the buyer doesn’t have to
spend time making changes. Millennials don’t view their homes as a status
symbol or long-term investment but as an important purchase for living now
and enjoying life. But, they know that as they age, their tastes and style of doing
everything may also evolve

AND, WHAT ABOUT ROOM FOR MAN’S BEST FRIEND:
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What millennials want in a home?
A survey was done of 1,000 millennials to understand what matters most when
shopping for a home.
THE RESULTS:
75% new appliances
64% Large master bedroom
54% 2-car garage
47% Solar panels/ energy storage
46% Luxury Kitchen
41% Finished basement
38% Smart home system
37% outdoor deck (first floor)
34% recently constructed (4 to 10 years)
33% Less than 10 miles from major city
31% basic outdoor landscaping
30% less than 25 miles from major city
29% Luxury master bath
29% 4 bedrooms (one extra)
26% Luxury landscaping
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ADULTHOOD REDEFINED
Boomers left home, married, got a job and had kids faster than young adults today.
You graduated from high school, got a job, got married, and had kids. Often, for
boomers, that all happened by your late 20’s. How times have changed for the
Millennials.

There are 4 milestones of adulthood:





Moving out of your parents’ house
Getting married
Having a child
Getting a job

A new report from the U.S. Census Bureau compares how people born between
1941 and 1957 were living as young adults in the 1970’s with how people the same
age lived in 2016. The changes are startling.
 In 1975, 45% of Americans reached those plateaus by age 34. The number
fell to 24% in 2016.
 Younger generations are delaying marriage. In 1975, 8 in 10 people were
married by age 30. Today, 8 in 10 people are married by age 45
 One in 3 people ages 18 to 34 – about 24 million young adults – lived in their
parents’ home in 2015. That was closer to 1 in 5 in 1975.
 The percentage of women agents 25 to 34 who were out of the labor force
to take care of their home and family dropped from 43 percent to 14 percent
between 1975 and 2016.
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A recent article in The Spokesman Review 6/25/17:
“To us, it’s worth it to have the grit of downtown.
We could have bought a building on the South Hill
or Spokane Valley…. But our co-workers are
millennials in their 20s and 30s. They would rather
work downtown.”
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WHERE ARE THEY BUYING?
Realtor.com analyzed search data from August 2016 to February 2017 and found
that the top 10 cities were:

1. Salt Lake City
2. Miami
3. Orlando
4. Seattle
5. Houston
6. Los Angeles
7. Buffalo, New York
8. Albany, New York
9. San Francisco
10. San Jose
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MILLENNIALS SHAPING THE NEW WAY TO SPEND
One of the largest generations in history is about to move into its prime spending
years. Millennials are poised to reshape the economy; their unique experiences
will change the way we buy and sell, forcing companies to examine how they do
business for decades to come.
From why customer authentication programs are important, to the factors which
impact millennials’ online purchasing decisions, to the method of payments
millennials prefer, having more information about your key demographics is going
to make it that much easier to not only target your marketing towards these
demographics, but to make any number of small changes to make your
ecommerce business more attractive than your competitors.
More than their share of spending
While millennials comprise only 25% of
the population, they manage to achieve
approximately 35% of all retail spending.
Pays in untraditional ways
The millennial demographic is fond of
non-traditional payment companies
such as pay Pal and Affirm. According to
FICO, this is because Millennials prefer the ease of use, convenience, and mobile
support which comes with these payment options.
Impulse shoppers
An impulse purchase survey conducted by Chase Blueprint found that 83% of U.S.
millennials had made an impulse purchase, especially around payday and/or
online.
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Social connections are key
The traditional rule of thumb is that happy customers share their experiences with
two or three people, but dissatisfied customers will complain to as many as 15.
Millennials particularly value these reviews and are likely to share on social media.
Mobile commerce is trendy
Millennials love to thumb through a
variety of websites looking for the
perfect purchase. This type of shopping
has seen a 32% increase since 2014, and
79% of millennials claim to have been
introduced to a new brand or product
through their mobile device. They are
used to instant access to price
comparisons, product information and peer reviews.
Browsers not buyers:
Millennials spend more time browsing the internet for products than actually
purchasing them.
Advice – Seekers
They don’t trust a brand’s message. When deciding what to purchase, this group
seeks opinions of friends and family members before making a purchase decision.
Price Picky
This generation compares prices in the store. There is so much information
available with reviews and price comparisons in the palm of their hands, it is
impossible to hide anything from them. 59% of Millennials said that the product
quality made them brand loyal over price.
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Dedicated to wellness
This is a generation who is used to devoting time and money to exercising and
eating right. Their active lifestyle influences trends in everything from food and
drink to fashion. They are
exercising
more,
eating
smarter and smoking less
than previous generations.
They’re using apps to track
training data, and online
information to find the
healthiest foods. And this is
one space where they’re
willing to spend money on
brands.
Healthy food is an expectation
The days of all-you-can eat buffets have long since passed. There is increasing
evidence that consumers are more connected with healthy eating than ever before.
There are now more healthy options available on restaurant menus than there
were 2 years ago. Many are seeking organic food and they want to know where
their food is coming from. Restaurants who can tell the story of their menu items,
whether local or global, will impress this generation. Millennials want to feel
connected to their peers and to the businesses they frequent; therefore, social
media is essential to reaching them. And, when dining, they will take a picture of
their food, enhance or crop it, post it to social media with a caption, and then eat
their food!
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ACCESS, NOT OWNERSHIP:
It’s not just homes: Millennials have been reluctant to buy items such as cars, music
and luxury goods. Instead, they’re turning to a new set of services that provide
access to products without the burdens of ownership, giving rise to what’s being
called a “sharing economy.”
“25 years from now, car sharing will be the norm, and car ownership an anomaly”
-Jeremy Rifkin, Author and Economist
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THE RENTAL MARKET
If millennial living preferences keep trending away from renting in downtown
submarkets, apartment owners and managers who have spent the better part of
this real estate cycle building may wonder about their units suddenly becoming
vacant.
52% of renters surveyed overall said they stayed in their apartment because they
weren’t able to afford a down payment. But, times are changing. With all the new
down-payment assistant programs now available with lenders, these new buyers
are finding a way to home ownership.
All eyes in the housing industry are on where millennials are moving next! They are
billed as the future of single-family housing market and that of the multifamily
sector.
Actually, it’s probably both, given the size and diversity of the age group. And, this
future has been a long time coming, since millennials have been slower than the
previous generations to move out on their own and form independent households,
much less buy a home.
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FROM A RECENT ARTICLE “AARP magazine 8/2017”
Ask a Millennial:
Where do you see yourself in 10 years? We plan for the future a little differently.
CAREER: Successful but still working hard is what we say. What we think is,
working only as much as I have to, preferably somewhere better.
SAVINGS: About 60% of millennials save for emergencies. We hope Social
Security is still around when we’re older.
FAMILY: Most young adults want to start families, but many millennials have no
problem cohabitating first or having kids out of wedlock
-Jamie Peck
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DON’T CALL ME A MILLENNIAL!
Technically speaking you may be a millennial born between 1980 – 2000, but you
may not recognize yourself in the statistics in this generation. Many variables come
into play, were you born in the early 1980’s so you are the oldest of this generation
or were you born in the late 1990’s so you are the youngest of this generation, it
can make a huge difference. Many people who are in their late 20’s early 30’s don’t
feel like they fit in this generation and there are good reasons for it. Older
millennials have lived different lives than the younger millennials, as a result of two
events that occurred around the time when members of the older group were
mostly young adults, and when members of the younger were mostly early
adolescents: the financial crisis and smartphone’s takeover of society. And there
is evidence why these two groups could act like different, self-contained
generations.
Here are some of the differences:
 Technology – we hear over and over they are obsessed with social media and
live through their smartphones. The oldest of the group still like to hear the
voice of their family and friends, unlike the youngest of the group. Social
media just doesn’t apply the same to the older compared to the younger.
 Structure in their lives – the older in this generation have careers and are no
longer jumping from job to job, unlike the younger who still have not found
what direction they want to go in. Those in their 30’s has careers and can be
in management position roles, as those in the early 20’s is in training and think
differently – it is a job, not a career yet.
 Buying homes, marriage & kids – Those in their 30’s are buying homes, if they
can afford it, getting married and starting a family. Those in their 20’s is still
living at home or sharing apartments. Nothing about these experiences as
adolescents and young adults is any different that past generations. This 1820-year spread can be dramatic based on which end of the spectrum you are
on, and a lot can happen in that number of years. With those two major events
happening when they did for this generation, the financial collapse of 2008
and the rise of smartphones around that same time, it may be the case that in
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2017 a 33-year-old is more different from a 23-year-old than at any other point
in history. Early millennials grew up in an optimistic time and were hit by the
recession, whereas late millennials had their worldview made more realistic
by experiencing the recession during their formative years.
 Smart phones –For the older millennials most didn’t even have a cell phone
until college and smartphones until after.
Old and Young Millennials categories are not carved in stone and there seems to
be some overlap on both ends, but some unique and unusual stuff helped create
the current divide. So, many say to group this generation from 1980 – 2000 may
not apply like any other generation…. could we see a new generation name come
out of this?????Maybe!
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Quiz for Millennials
True
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

False

Generation Y has been labeled “The Millennials”.
This generation strives for a balanced life-work experience.
Generation Y was born between 2001- 2017
The ages of this group as of 2017 are 17 to 37 years old
Depending on what website you access, the years of generations could differ.
Millennials are the largest generation in history.
Generation X makes up the highest percentage of home buyers in 2017
The majority of millennials search for homes on-line.
The average age of the Millennial home seller is 39.
66% of Millennials are first time home buyers.
It doesn’t matter what generation, Location is the number one item on the list.
Millennials prefer to have a formal dining room in their new home.
More than 13 million Americans work from home based on stats for 2017
88% of all buyers use the Internet to search for a home
There are 6 milestones to adulthood.
Millennials manage to achieve approximately 35% of all retail spending.
Dissatisfied customers will complain to as many as 15.
Millennials seek opinions of friends and family before making a purchase.
This generation uses apps to track training data and healthiest foods.
When dining, they will take a picture of their food and post it on social media.

I hereby attest that I have read the material and answered the questions.

______________________________________
Signature

________________
Date completed
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Mandatory Evaluation for Millennials
Please fill out the following form and return
with your completed clock hour class quiz.
Name/ Company: ______________________________________________________________________
Address: _____________________________________________________________________________
City, State, Zip: ________________________________________________________________________
Phone: (personal) ___________________________________(work)_____________________________
Email: _______________________________________________________________________________
License Renewal Date: __________________________________________________________________
Signature: __________________________________________Date: _____________________________
1. What are 3 things that you learned from this course?
1. ______________________________________________________________________________
2. ______________________________________________________________________________
3. ______________________________________________________________________________
2. Do you feel the clock hour material was easy to follow? _____________________________________
3. Did the material give you information to help you in your profession? __________________________
4. Will the material help you with future transactions? ________________________________________
5. Why did you choose to take this course? Topic __ Time __ Cost __ Ease __ Other__
6. How long did this class take you to complete? ______________________ (a “clock hour” is 50 minute)

How will you pay for this correspondence class?
_____cash _____check ______debit/credit information needed:
Card number_______________________________exp date_______
3 digits on back______ zip code of where bill is mailed____________
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